
DISCUSSION 
G U I D E

Doubt can be debilitating. Jesus modeled mercy to those he encountered dealing 
with doubt, that should be our approach as well. For those of us in a season of 
doubt, God welcomes our questions. Faith is given by the Lord, ask for faith!

• Are there parts in Scripture that are hard for you to read or comprehend?
Why are they difficult for you?

• What is your story with doubt? What questions or situations have driven you
into doubt? If doubt is not a struggle for you, how do you journey with others
who do?

• What does victory over doubt look like? Does it mean that we will never doubt
again? How does James 1:2-5 give us instruction for seasons of doubt?

• Read James 1:6-8 and Jude 1:17-23. How do you reconcile these two
seemingly at odds passages of Scripture?

• In John 20:24-29, how did Jesus interact with Thomas in the midst of his
doubt? What does he model that we can use in our interactions with those
in our Oikos or others struggling with doubt?

Use these questions in your Life Group gatherings or for further discussion as a family.
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SERMON RECAP |  Jude 1 :17 -23

THE LEAD IN

GOING DEEPER

GETTING INTO THE TEXT

PRAYER
• Pray Hebrews 11:1 for each other, that the Lord would build faith in each of

us, certainty in God and in him alone. Pray that we would live truth daily in
confidence given to us by God.
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